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Sponsorship Prospectus
Space Syntax Symposium 10, 13-17 July 2015, University College London
The biennial Space Syntax Symposium is the global gathering for researchers who use the space syntax
methodology, developed at UCL. Since the first Symposium in 1997, the international research community
has grown enormously, with conferences held around the world, in cities including Atlanta, Brasilia, Delft,
Istanbul, Santiago, Seoul and Stockholm. Space Syntax Symposia attract a remarkable range of people, with
many attendees working in consultancy and design practice as well as an international research community.
For its tenth edition, the Space Syntax Symposium returns to its London home. With over 200 papers submitted from 51 different countries, this is expected to be the largest yet held. The space syntax community
is highly diverse, and includes established and up-and-coming researchers working in fields from architecture, urban design, computation and cognition, to anthropology, archaeology, economics, geography, history,
planning, risk management, sociology, transport and more. It provides a very good opportunity to communicate with an international audience of experts in their field who only come together at this event.

Sponsor Benefits

Gold

Silver

Bronze

* Note: there is only a limited number of packages in each category *
Three free tickets to opening conference reception at the UCL North
Cloisters.
Logo in conference proceedings, published after events and distributed
to all attendees

£2,500

£1,000

£500

Space to display freestanding banner on main conference hall platform
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•
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•
•
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Acknowledgement in opening and closing speeches
Logo on promotional SSS10 bags handed to delegates
Logo displayed on conference title slides
Logo in conference programme
Logo on conference website

•
•

The venue for the 10th Space Syntax Symposium is UCL’s Institute of Child Health,
30 Guilford Street, London WC1N 1EH – one of the University’s main conference venues.

For more information contact Tom Bolton, SSS10 Organising Committee, Email: sss10.bartlett@ucl.ac.uk

